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Figure 1: Union of the Minkowski sums of �ve segmentswith a ball.line. F is the complement of the unionU = U(S;B) = [s2SKsof the expanded obstacles; see Figure 1. The combina-torial complexity of U (and of F) is the total number offaces of all dimensions (vertices, edges, and 2-faces) onthe boundary of U (where a face is a (relatively open)maximal connected portion of @U that is contained ina �xed subset of boundaries of expanded obstacles andavoids all other boundaries). We want to bound thecombinatorial complexity of U and describe an e�cientalgorithm for computing vertices, edges, and 2-faces of@U . Besides this motion-planning application, the prob-lem of bounding the complexity of U is a precursor tothe harder problem of obtaining a subcubic bound onthe complexity of the Euclidean Voronoi diagram of S.Indeed, if the radius of B is r, then @U is the locusof all points whose Euclidean distance from their near-est segment in S is exactly r. In this sense, @U is across-section of the Voronoi diagram of S.Previous results. Motivated by the motion-planningapplication, there has been much work on bounding thecombinatorial complexity of the union of the Minkowskisums of a geometric object (`robot') with a family ofgeometric objects (`obstacles'), or, more generally, thecomplexity of the union of a set of geometric objects.See the book [17] and the survey paper [4] by the au-thors for a summary of known results on this topic.Boissonnat et al. [8] proved that the union of n axis-parallel hypercubes in Rd is O(ndd=2e); the bound im-proves to O(nbd=2c) if all hypercubes have the same size.Aronov et al. [7] proved that the complexity of the union



of n convex polyhedra in R3 with a total of s faces isO(n3 + sn logn). Aronov and Sharir [6] proved thatcomplexity of the union of the Minkowski sums of aconvex polyhedron P with a set S of n convex polyhe-dra in R3 is O(ns logn), where s is the total number offaces in the set fP �Q j Q 2 Sg. All these bounds areeither optimal or near optimal in the worst case. Theserecent results concern unions in higher dimensions, andextend work on unions of objects in the plane. Amongthese, we mention the early result of Kedem et al. [14]that shows that the complexity of the union of n disksis O(n), and the reults of Matou�sek et al. [15] and ofEfrat and Sharir [13] that prove near-linear bounds onthe complexity of the union of \fat" triangles and gen-eral \fat" convex regions in the plane.It is conjectured that Voronoi diagrams in three di-mensions, under fairly general assumptions concerningthe sites and the distance function, have near-quadraticcomplexity. A near-cubic bound on the complexity ofsuch diagrams follows from the results in [16]. The max-imum complexity of Voronoi diagrams of n point sitesunder the Euclidean distance is known to be �(n2) [12].The same bound has recently been established for pointsites under the L1 and L1 metrics, or under any simpli-cial distance function [8]. Near-quadratic bounds havealso been recently established for the case of line sitesand any polyhedral convex distance function [11], wherethe bound is O(n2�(n) logn), and for the case of pointsites and any polyhedral convex distance function [18],where the bound is O(n2 logn) (in both cases the dis-tance function is induced by a convex polytope with aconstant number of facets). No example with a substan-tially super-quadratic complexity (i.e. 
(n2+c), for any�xed c > 0) is known. As noted above, any of these re-sults also yields near-quadratic bounds on the complex-ity of the corresponding union of the Minkowski sumsof the sites and of the unit ball under the given distancefunction.Our results. If the conjecture on the complexity ofthe Voronoi diagram is true for the case of segmentsites and Euclidean distance, then the complexity of Uwill be near-quadratic, and indeed this is what we con-tinue to conjecture. The main result of this paper isan O(n5=2+") upper bound on the complexity of U , forany " > 0. Although this result falls short of provingthe above conjecture, it is a signi�cant result because ityields the �rst subcubic bound on this quantity (notethat a cubic bound is trivial), even if S is a set of lines.Note that if S is a set of lines, then U is the union ofn congruent cylinders, so, as a by-product, we obtainthe same upper bound on the complexity of the unionof congruent cylinders.The proof technique does not seem to exploit toomuch the particular geometry of the cylindrical and

spherical surfaces appearing on the boundary of ex-panded obstacles. It thus lends hope to extending theresult for the union of more general objects in R3 . Forexample, we can prove that the complexity of the unionof n smooth compact convex objects of roughly the samesize and with bounded curvature is O(n2+"), for any" > 0.For the sake of simplicity, we �rst prove the bound onthe combinatorial complexity of U in the special case inwhich S is a set of n lines, i.e., each Ks is a cylinder,all being congruent (Section 2). We then extend thisresult to segments (Section 3). In Section 4 we presenta randomized algorithm for computing the boundary ofU . Finally, we discuss extensions of our technique.2 Complexity of U : The Case of LinesPreliminaries and overview. Let S = fs1; : : : ; sngbe a set of n lines and B a ball in R3 . Without loss ofgenerality, we assume that the radius of B is 1. LetKi =Ksi = si � B and ci = @Ki; Ki is a cylinder of radius1. Set K = fK1; : : : ;Kng and C = fc1; : : : ; cng. Weassume that the lines in S are in general position, whichmeans that no pair of them are parallel or intersect,that no two Ki's are tangent to each other, that nocurve of intersection of the boundaries of any two Ki'sis tangent to a third one, and that no four boundariesmeet at a point. Using an argument based on randomperturbation, like the one given in [16], it follows thatthis assumption can be made with no loss of generality.Let V denote the set of vertices of U , namely, inter-section points of triples of boundaries of regions in Kthat lie on @U . By our general position assumption,each vertex lies on exactly three cylindrical surfaces.The number of edges or 2-faces of @U that are notincident to any vertex is O(n2). By the general-positionassumption, each vertex is incident to only a constantnumber of edges and faces, therefore the combinatorialcomplexity of U isO(n2+jV j). In the rest of this section,we prove that jV j = O(n5=2+").The proof consists of three main steps. In the �rststep, for technical reasons, we choose a subset of cylin-ders in K whose union boundary contains at least halfof the vertices of V . We also choose the z-axis (by ro-tating the coordinate frame) carefully so that the acuteangle between the z-axis and the axes of every chosencylinder is at most cos�1(1=6). In the second stage, wemark a subset V 0 � V of vertices that have some usefulproperties that are needed in the proof, and reduce theproblem to bounding the size of V 0. Next, we partitionR3 into a carefully chosen in�nite grid of square prisms.We prove that if m cylinders intersect a prism Q thenat most O(m2+") vertices appear on the union bound-ary within Q. (Informally, the partition into prismsallows us to regard vertices of the union within a prism



as vertices of the region enclosed between an upper en-velope and a lower envelope of appropriate portions ofthe cylindrical surfaces, and such a region has a near-quadratic complexity by the results of [3].) Using thisresult and a double-counting argument, we bound thesize of V 0. Putting all these steps together we obtainthe desired bound on V . We now describe each step indetail.Choosing the z-direction. Let S2 denote the unitsphere of directions in R3 . We choose a random pointon S2 and regard it as the (+z)-axis. Then the followingclaim holds.Lemma 2.1 Let �0 be the acute angle satisfyingcos�0 = 1=6. Let v be a vertex in V incident to threecylindrical surfaces a; b; c 2 C. The probability that allthree acute angles between the z-direction and the axesof a; b; c are � �0 is at least 1=2.Proof: Indeed, for the acute angle between the z-axisand the axis of, say, a to be > �0, the z-direction hasto lie in the spherical band consisting of all directionsat spherical distance � �2 � �0 from the great circleorthogonal to the axis of a. The area of this band is4� cos�0. Hence the probability that at least one of theabove three acute angles is > �0 is at most12� cos�04� = 12 : 2Hence, if we choose the (+z)-direction to be a ran-dom direction, the expected number of vertices in Vfor which all three corresponding acute angles are � �0is at least jV j=2. In particular, there exists a z-directionso that at least half of the vertices in V have the prop-erty that the axes of all their incident cylinders formangles � �0 with the z-axis. We now remove from C allcylinders whose axes have an acute angle > �0 with thez-direction. At least half of the original vertices in Vstill show up as vertices of the new union. Abusing thenotation slightly, we will use C to denote the remainingset of cylinders. In summary, we assume that all cylin-ders of C are such that the acute angles between theiraxes and the z-direction are all � �0.Divergent pairs and the selection lemma. Foreach c 2 C, let nc 2 S2 denote the unit vector parallelto the axis of c and having positive z-component (withno loss of generality, we may assume that no line in S ishorizontal). Let D be the resulting set of points on S2.Let v be a vertex of U incident to three surfaces a; b; c 2C. We associate with v the triple �v = fna;nb;ncg.

We call a pair of cylinders a; b 2 C divergent withrespect to a direction u ifmin f\(na;u);\(nb;u)g � \(na;nb):Lemma 2.2 There exist a direction u, a subset V 0 ofV and a subset � of C of n0 cylinders, so that(i) jV 0jn0 � jV jcn log2 n for some constant c > 1;(ii) for each vertex v 2 V 0, at least two of the cylindersincident to v belong to �; and(iii) for each v 2 V 0, all three pairs of cylinders inci-dent to v are divergent.Proof: Let v be a vertex of the union that is incidentto three cylinders a; b; c 2 C. Among the pairs (a; b),(a; c), and (b; c), associate v with the (unordered) pairthat has the smallest angle between the correspondingvectors in D (in case of a tie, we associate v with anarbitrary pair that attains this minimum).For each pair (a; b) of surfaces, de�ne the weight of(a; b), denoted by w(a;b), to be the number of verticesv associated with (a; b). Clearly, P(a;b) w(a;b) = jV j.Moreover, let B(a;b) denote the spherical bounding boxspanned by a; b, de�ned as the smallest spherical quad-rangle bounded by two latitudes and two meridiansthat contains both na and nb. We assign to B(a;b)the weight w(a;b). By extending the weighted selectionlemma (Lemma 2.1) of [5], in the same manner as donein Theorem 2.2 of [9] for the unweighted case, we obtainthat there exists a point u 2 S2 that lies in boundingboxes with a total weight W 0, spanned by a set D0 � Dof n0 directions, whereW 0n0 � jV jcn log2 nfor some constant c > 1. Let V 0 be the subset ofvertices of V that contribute to the weights of theboxes pierced by u, and let � be the subset of cylin-ders corresponding to directions in D0. It is clear thatproperties (i) and (ii) are satis�ed by V 0 and �. Tosee that (iii) also holds, let v 2 V 0 be a vertex ofthe union, incident to three cylinders a; b; c 2 C, suchthat v is assigned to the pair (a; b). The pair (a; b)is divergent, because the spherical distance between uand either na or nb is smaller than the spherical dis-tance between na and nb. Since this latter distanceis smaller than or equal to the spherical distances be-tween na and nc and between nb and nc, and sincemin f\(na;u);\(nc;u)g and min f\(nb;u);\(nc;u)gare both at most max f\(na;u);\(nb;u)g, the pairs(a; c) and (b; c) are also divergent. 2



We will prove below in Lemma 2.4 thatjV 0j = O(n3=2+"n0):Hence, by property (i) of the lemma,jV j � cn log2 n � jV 0jn0 = O(n5=2+"0 ); (1)for any "0 > ". It thus su�ces to bound the size of V 0by O(n3=2+"n0).Bounding the size of V 0. We place in R3 a gridQ of in�nite square prisms whose axes are parallel tothe direction u; see Figure 2. In particular, if we letu be the z-axis, then the prisms are of the form Qij =[ti; t(i + 1)] � [tj; t(j + 1)] � R, for i; j 2 Z, where t isa su�ciently small constant as speci�ed in the proof ofLemma 2.5 below.
u

Figure 2: A system of prisms in direction u.For proving the bound on jV 0j, we need the followinglemma, which highlights the signi�cance of divergentpairs.Lemma 2.3 If a and b are an intersecting pair of di-vergent cylindrical surfaces, then the intersection curveof a and b meets O(1=t2) prisms of Q.Proof: Put  = \(na;nb) and� = min f\(na;u);\(nb;u)g;by assumption, � � , and our initial pruning step guar-antees that  � 2�0. Assume, with no loss of generality,that � = \(na;u).Let us �rst analyze the intersection curve � betweena and b, Let `a and `b denote the axes of a and b, re-spectively. Let � denote the distance between `a and`b. Choose (temporarily) a coordinate frame in which`a is the z-axis, the xy-projection `�b of `b is parallel tothe y-axis, and the nearest distance between `a and `bmaterializes along the positive x-axis; see Figure 3 (i).Thus `b passes through p = (�; 0; 0) and its orienta-tion is nb = (0; sin ; cos ). Hence the equation of bis kx� pk2 � j(x� p) � nbj2 = 1;
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��Figure 3: (i) Lines `a and `b. (ii) Intersection curve �and its projection ��.or (x � �)2 + y2 + z2 � (y sin  + z cos )2 = 1;or (x� �)2 + (y cos  � z sin )2 = 1:The curve � of intersection between a and b thus satis�esthe equations(x� �)2 + (y cos  � z sin )2 = 1; x2 + y2 = 1or, alternatively,z = y cos  �p1� (x� �)2sin  ; x2 + y2 = 1:Hence any point on � satis�esjzj � 1 + j cos jsin  � 2sin  :We now project � orthogonally in the direction u.Note that u makes an angle � with the z-axis in ourcurrent transformed coordinate frame; see Figure 3 (ii).Clearly, any prism Q intersecting � also intersects itsprojection ��. However, �� is contained in the projec-tion of the bounded cylinderx2 + y2 = 1; jzj � 2= sin : (2)Suppose the projections of points p = (px; py; pz) andq = (qx; qy; qz) induce the diameter of ��. Thendiam(��) � q(px � qx)2 + (py � qy)2 + (pz � qz) sin �� 2 + 4sin  sin �:The last inequality follows from (2) and the fact that umakes an angle � with the z-axis. We havesin �sin  � 8<: 1 if  � �=2;1sin(2�0) if �=2 <  � 2�0:



(This is the place where we need the property that is bounded away from �, and this is the reason for theinitial pruning step of the analysis.) Hence,diam(��) � 2 + 72p35 � 15:Since the area of the projection of each prism is t2,the number of prisms that intersect �� is O(1=t2), asclaimed. 2We are now in position to bound the size of V 0.Lemma 2.4 jV 0j = O(n3=2+"n0), for any " > 0.Proof: Let Q 2 Q be one of the prisms in the grid.Let VQ = V \ Q, V 0Q = V 0 \ Q, CQ � C the set ofcylinders that intersect Q, and �Q = � \ CQ. We saythat a pair of cylindrical surfaces a; b 2 CQ is good inQ if the pair (a; b) is divergent and they intersect insideQ. For a cylinder c 2 CQ, de�ne D(c) to be the set ofcylinders c0 2 CQ such that (c; c0) is a good pair in Q;de�ne D0(c) = D(c) \ �Q.Put q = pn. LetC1Q = fc 2 CQ j jD(c)j � qg and C2Q = CQ n C1Q:Set m1 = jC1Qj and m2 = jC2Qj. Let �1(Q) denote thenumber of good pairs in C1Q��Q, and let �2(Q) denotethe number of good pairs in C2Q�CQ. Lemma 2.3 impliesthat XQ2Q �1(Q) = XQ2Q Xc2C1Q jD0(c)j� Xc2C;c02�O(1=t2) = O(nn0):Similarly, we can prove thatXQ2Q�2(Q) = O(n2):Let v be a vertex in V 0Q, lying on three surfaces c1,c2, and c3 (all belonging to CQ). We charge v to thecylinder ci (for i = 1; 2, or 3) that has the smallestvalue of jD(ci)j. Note that if v is charged to a surface inC2Q, then all three surfaces ci are in C2Q. In any case, allthree pairs of c1, c2, and c3 are divergent and meet insideQ (at v), so all these pairs are good in Q. Moreover,by construction, at least two of the surfaces are in �Q.That is, if we �x one of the ci's, say c1, then both c2 andc3 are in D(c1) and at least one of them is in D0(c1).We bound separately the number of vertices of V 0Qcharged to each surface c 2 CQ and sum up over allsurfaces in CQ.Case (a): c is in C1Q. By the above discussion, thenumber of vertices charged to c is at most proportional

to jD(c)j � jD0(c)j (each triple of surfaces de�ne only aconstant number of vertices). Hence, the number ofsuch vertices, over all cylinders in C1Q, is at mostXc2C1QO(jD(c)j � jD0(c)j) = O(q�1(Q)):Case (b): c 2 C2Q. If a vertex v 2 V 0Q is charged to asurface in C2Q, then all three surfaces incident to v belongto C2Q, by our charging scheme. Each such vertex lieson the boundary of the union of the regions bounded bythe surfaces of C2Q. Moreover, each vertex of V 0Q lies ontwo surfaces of �Q. Therefore, the total number verticesof V 0Q charged to any surface of C2Q is bounded by thenumber of those vertices in the union of C2Q that lieinside Q and that are incident on two surfaces of �Q \C2Q. We will show below in Lemma 2.7 that the numberof such vertices is O(m2jC2Q\�Qj1+") = O(m2n0n"), forany " > 0. On the other hand, �2(Q) � m2q, whichimplies that the number of vertices charged to cylindersin C2Q is at most O(n0n"�2(Q)=q).Summing the two quantities, the number of verticesin V 0Q is at mostO�q�1(Q) + n0n"�2(Q)q � :Summing this bound over all prisms Q 2 Q, we get, bythe choice of q:jV 0j = O0@pnXQ �1(Q) + n�1=2+"n0XQ �2(Q)1A= O(n3=2+"n0):This completes the proof of the lemma. 2Complexity of the union inside a prism. Next,we show that for any prism Q and for any collectionCQ of unit cylinders that intersect Q, we have jVQj =O(jCQj2+"), for any " > 0, where VQ is the set of thevertices of the union of CQ within Q. We assume that uis the (+z)-axis, i.e., the prisms are vertical. Let M bea su�ciently large constant, whose value will be chosenbelow. We partition each of the cylindrical surfaces inC into M canonical strips (parallel to the axis of thecylinder), each having an angular span of 2�=M (in thecylindrical coordinate frame induced by the cylinder).We say that a direction � is a good direction for a strip� if the following two conditions hold.(C1) \(�;u) � �=M , and(C2) each line tangent to (the relative interior of) �forms an angle of at least �=M with �.



��a �b �c
Figure 4: A vertex incident of the union on �a; �b, and�c along with a good direction.We say that � 2 S2 is a good direction for a vertexv incident to three canonical strips �a; �b, and �c if itis a good direction for all three strips; see Figure 4.It is easily checked that the set B� of bad directionsfor a �xed strip � , contained in a cylindrical surfacec 2 C whose axis is assumed to be vertical, is the unionB1 [B2, where we have:� B1 is the union of the two caps about the northand south poles of S2 at opening angles �=M .� Let n1 and n2 be the normals to the planes pass-ing through the axis of c and passing through theboundary of � . By construction the angle betweenn1 and n2 is at most 2�=M . The (thinner) \spher-ical double wedge" de�ned by the two great circlesnormal to n1 and n2 is the set of directions forwhich a line is tangent to � . B2 is the set of allpoints on S2 that lie at spherical distance at most�=M from this double wedge; see Figure 5. ThusB2 is contained in a spherical band consisting ofall points lying at spherical distance at most 2�=Mfrom a great circle on S2 (namely, from the circle\bisecting" the double wedge); see Figure 5.

Figure 5: The set of bad directions for a vertex consistsof two caps and three spherical bands.It follows that the area of B� is at most4�(1� cos �M + sin �M ):

This implies that the set of good directions for v hasarea at least4� h1� 3�1� cos �M + sin �M �i :By choosingM su�ciently large, this area can be madeclose to the area of the entire sphere. Moreover, it iseasy to verify that this set contains a spherical cap ofopening angle � � �=8, if M is su�ciently large.Let Z be a set of O(1=�2) points on S2, with theproperty that any cap on S2 of opening angle � containsat least one of these points. For each � 2 Z and aprism Q, we de�ne VQ(�) to be the subset of all verticesin VQ for which � is a good direction. The precedinganalysis implies that each vertex of V has at least onegood direction in Z.Lemma 2.5 Let � 2 Z, and let v be any vertex in VQ,incident to strips �a; �b; �c, for which � is a good direc-tion. Then any line parallel to � intersects �a in at mostone point. Moreover, if we go from any point w 2 �a\Qinto the cylinder K bounded by �a in the direction par-allel to �, we reach @Q before exiting K. Similar prop-erties hold for �b and �c.Proof: If �a were not monotone in the above sense, itwould have to contain a point v so that a line parallelto � is tangent to �a at v, which is impossible by thede�nition of a good direction. As to the second asser-tion, let w be a point in �a \Q, and let w0 be the otherintersection between @K and the line passing through wand parallel to �. It is easily veri�ed that jww0j is min-imized (relative to the constraints on good directions)when ww0 is orthogonal to the axis of a and forms anangle �=M with the tangent plane to a at w. In thiscase jww0j = 2 sin �M . On the other hand, since ww0forms an angle of at least �=M with the z-direction, itfollows that the horizontal distance between w and w0is at least jww0j sin �M � 2 sin2 �M . If t is chosen suchthat t < p2 sin2(�=M), then w0 does not lie in Q, whichcompletes the proof of the lemma. 2For each prism Q, let TQ(�) denote the set of canoni-cal strips � such that � crosses Q and � contains at leastone vertex in VQ(�). In particular, � is a good directionfor � . Let nQ(�) = jTQ(�)j.De�ne the �-upper (resp. the �-lower) portion of asurface c 2 C to be the portion of c consisting of pointsw with the property that if we move from w in the direc-tion � we leave the region K bounded by c (resp. enterinto K). Let � be a strip in TQ(�), lying, say, on the�-upper portion of some surface c (by construction, �cannot overlap both �-upper and �-lower portions of c).Lemma 2.5 implies that any line parallel to � that passesthrough a point in � \ Q meets the region K boundedby c in an interval whose other endpoint lies outside Q;



a symmetric property applies when � lies on the �-lowerportion of c. Let T+Q (�) (resp. T�Q (�)) denote the setof surfaces Q \ � , for all strips � 2 TQ(�) that lie onthe �-upper (resp. �-lower) portion of their containingsurfaces.Let v be a vertex in VQ(�). The preceding analysisimplies that v is a vertex of the region RQ enclosedbetween the �-upper envelope (i.e., the envelope in thepositive �-direction) of the surfaces in T+Q (�) and the �-lower envelope (the envelope in the negative �-direction)of the surfaces in T�Q (�). By the result of [3], the numberof such vertices is O(nQ(�)2+"), for any " > 0, with theconstant of proportionality depending on ". Repeatingthis step for all directions � 2 Z, we obtain the followingresult.Lemma 2.6 Let Q be a prism, and let CQ be a set ofcylinders intersecting Q. Then the number of verticesof the union of CQ lying inside Q is O(jCQj2+"), for any" > 0.Finally, let �Q be a subset of CQ. We wish to boundthe number of those vertices of VQ that are incidentupon (at least) two surfaces of �Q. Set � = j�Qj andm = jCQj. Divide CQ into � = dm=�e subsets C1; : : : ; C�,each of size at most �. Each vertex of VQ that is incidentupon two surfaces of �Q is a vertex in the union of�Q[Ci, for some 1 � i � �. By Lemma 2.6, the numbervertices in the union of �Q [ Ci is O(�2+"). Hence,the total number of such vertices is O((m=�) � �2+") =O(m�1+").Lemma 2.7 Let Q be a prism, let CQ be a set of cylin-ders intersecting Q, and let �Q be a subset of CQ. Thenthe number of vertices of the union of CQ that lie insideQ and that are incident upon at least two surfaces of �Qis O(jCQj � j�Qj1+"), for any " > 0.Putting everything together, we thus conclude the fol-lowing.Theorem 2.8 The complexity of the union of n con-gruent cylinders in R3 is O(n5=2+"), for any " > 0,where the constant of proportionality depends on ".3 The Complexity of U : The Case ofSegmentsWe next extend Theorem 2.8 to the case of segments.Let S = fs1; : : : ; sng be a set of n segments in R3 .Again, for each i, let Ki = Ksi = si � B. If si isa bounded segment, then @Ki consists of a boundedcylindrical surface, denoted by ci, and two hemispheres�+i ; ��i attached at the ends of ci. Without loss of gen-erality, we assume that �+i , ��i are full spheres, bound-ing two respective balls which are fully contained in

Ki. Let K = fK1; : : : ;Kng, C = fc1; : : : ; cng, and� = f�+1 ; ��1 ; : : : ; �+n ; ��n g. Let V denote the set ofvertices on the union of K. Each vertex of V is an inter-section of three cylindrical surfaces, of two cylindricalsurfaces and one spherical surface, of a cylindrical sur-face and two spherical surfaces, or of three sphericalsurfaces. We will argue that a slight modi�cation of theproof presented in the previous section can be extendedto this case.The intuition behind the extension is as follows. Inthe preceding argument, the complexity of the unionof a set CQ of cylinders that cross a �xed prism Qis O(jCQj2+") (Lemma 2.6). The main technical di�-culty in the preceding proof is that we cannot boundPQ jCQj2+", because each cylinder crosses an in�nitenumber of prisms. We overcame this di�culty by (a)considering pairs of cylinders, and (b) managing tocount only divergent pairs, whose intersection curvecrosses only O(1) prisms. Now making the cylindersbounded and adding spheres can only help us in thisaspect of the proof, and the new proof simply followsthe old one, with additional (and simpler) care givento the spherical surfaces. We only sketch the extendedanalysis.(i) As in Lemma 2.1, we choose the z-axis and a subsetC0 of C so that at least half of the vertices of V arealso vertices of the union of C0 [ �, and so thatthe acute angles between the z-axis and the axes ofthe cylinders in C0 are all at most �0. Abusing thenotation a little, as above, we set C to C0. Note thateven if we delete a cylindrical surface ci, we retainthe corresponding spheres �+i ; ��i in the set. Foreach (hemi)sphere � 2 �, we assign an arbitraryunit vector n� 2 S2 so that the angle between the z-axis and n� is at most �0. LetD be the set of pointscorresponding to the axis directions of cylinders inC and the vectors assigned to �.(ii) We call every (unordered) pair in � � (C [ �) adivergent pair; the de�nition of divergent pairs fortwo cylindrical surfaces remains the same.(iii) With these modi�cations, Lemma 2.2 still holds:There exist subsets � � C [ � and V 0 � V so thatjV 0j=j�j � jV j=(3cn log2(3n))and properties (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2.2 continueto hold.(iv) The intersection curve of any pair of surfaces in� � (C [ �) meets only O(1) prisms, because anysphere in � intersects only O(1) prisms. The proofof Lemma 2.3 continues to hold for pairs of cylin-drical surfaces, and the lemma therefore holds forany pair of surfaces.



(v) Now Lemma 2.4 holds in the extended case as well,where the proof follows the preceding one almostverbatim.(vi) Finally, concerning Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, we divideeach (hemi)sphere of � into O(M2) spherical caps,each of angular opening at most 2�=M . We de�ne agood direction for a spherical cap in the same man-ner as we did for a strip (see (C1) and (C2) above).The set of bad directions for such a spherical cap� is again the union of B1 [ B2, where B1 is thesame as earlier, and B2 is the set of all points on S2that lie at spherical distance at most �=M from thespherical band consisting of all points at sphericaldistance at most �=M from the great circle thatis the locus of all directions orthogonal to the sur-face normal at the center of � . In other words, B2is itself a spherical band consisting of all points atspherical distance at most 2�=M from that circle.Hence, we can again choose a set Z of O(1) direc-tions so that at least one direction in Z is good forevery vertex of VQ. It is now easy to check thatboth Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 continue to hold in theextended case.Putting everything together, we thus obtain the follow-ing extension.Theorem 3.1 The complexity of the union of theMinkowski sums of a ball and n line segments in R3is O(n5=2+"), for any " > 0, where the constant of pro-portionality depends on ".4 E�cient Construction of the UnionIn this section we sketch a randomized algorithmfor computing the boundary of U in expected timeO(n5=2+"). The algorithm is similar to the ones de-scribed in [1, 2]; see also [9, 17]. Our algorithm can alsopreprocess U in time O(n5=2+") into a data structureof the same size, as in [2], so that a path between twoquery points in R3 n U that does not intersect the inte-rior of U can be computed in O(log n+ k) time, wherek is the number of \edges" in the path.Let K = fK1; : : : ;Kng be the set of expanded obsta-cles. De�ne C;� as in the previous section. For eachsurface � 2 C [ �, our algorithm computes @U \ �.We describe how to compute @U \ ci for a cylindricalsurface ci 2 C; spherical surfaces can be handled in asimilar manner. Without loss of generality, assume thatthe segment si is parallel to the z-axis.So we now �x ci. For each j 6= i, let j = Kj \ ci;j � ci is a two-dimensional surface patch. Our goalis to compute � = Sj 6=i j . Set �i = fj j j 6= ig.We compute � by adding the patches j one by onein a random order and by computing the union of the
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Figure 6: Vertical decomposition �jjj of the complementof the union of two patches.patches added so far. Let h1; 2; : : : i be the (random)insertion sequence of patches, and let �j = Sjk=1 k.The algorithm maintains the vertical decompositionof �j = ci n �j . The vertical decomposition �jjj isobtained by drawing segments in the (+z)- and (�z)-directions from every vertex of @�j and every point ofvertical tangency of @�j (i.e., a point on @�j at whichthe line parallel to the z-axis is tangent to �j), within�j , until they hit @�j ; see Figure 6. If any of the seg-ments does not intersect @�j , it is extended to in�nity(if ci is unbounded) or to the appropriate circular baseof ci (if it is bounded). Each face of �jjj is a pseudo-trapezoid in the sense that it is bounded by at mostfour arcs, of which two are vertical segments and theother two are portions of edges of �j . Each pseudo-trapezoid is de�ned by at most four patches of �i. Con-versely, any four patches of �i de�ne a constant numberof pseudo-trapezoids, namely, those which appear in thevertical decomposition of the complement of the unionof these four patches. The algorithm actually maintains�jjj . In the j-th step the algorithm inserts j , �nds allpseudo-trapezoids of �jjj�1 that intersect j , and modi-�es these trapezoids to compute �jjj , using the techniquedescribed in [1, 10]. We repeat this process for each sur-face in C [ �.The analysis of the expected running time of the al-gorithm proceeds along the same lines as described in[1, 10, 17]. We de�ne the weight, w(�), of a pseudo-trapezoid � , de�ned by the patches of �i, to be the num-ber of patches in �i that intersect � . As shown in thecited papers, the running time of the algorithm is pro-portional to the number of pseudo-trapezoids createdby the algorithm, plus the sum of their weights, plus anO(n2) overhead term needed to construct �i over all i.We omit from this abstract the details of estimating theexpected values of these sums, and conclude with thefollowing result.Theorem 4.1 Given a set S of n line-segments in R3 ,and a ball B, the boundary of the free con�guration spaceof B amid S, namely the boundary of the union of the



Minkowski sums fs � B j s 2 Sg, can be computed inrandomized expected O(n5=2+") time, for any " > 0.5 Union of Objects with Bounded Cur-vatureInspecting the preceding proofs, we see that they canbe extended to several other interesting cases. Here isone such extension: Let K be a collection of n compactconvex objects in R3 satisfying the following properties:(i) The objects in K have constant description complex-ity, meaning that each object is a semialgebraic setde�ned by a constant number of polynomial equal-ities and inequalities of constant maximum degree.(ii) The objects in K are all of roughly the same size,meaning that the ratio between the diameters ofany pair of objects is at most some �xed constant�.(iii) The objects in K are all smooth and the curvatureof any K 2 K at any point is at most some �xedcontant �0.In this case we have the following;Theorem 5.1 The complexity of the union of a collec-tion K as above is O(n2+"), for any " > 0, where theconstant of proportionality depends on ", �, �0, and onthe maximum algebraic complexity of an object in K.Due to lack of space we omit the proof. Briey, wepartition R3 into a grid of cubes (rather than prisms)and show that the complexity of the union of K withina cube is near-quadratic in the number of objects in-tersecting the cube (the bounded curvature assumptionallows us to reduce this problem to the study of a regionenclosed between two envelopes, as above). Summingover all cubes, and using the \same size" assumption,the bound follows easily.6 ConclusionIn this paper we proved the �rst nontrivial bound onthe complexity of the free con�guration space F of aset of pairwise-disjoint segments with respect to a ballin R3 . We also presented an e�cient randomized algo-rithm for computing the boundary of the con�gurationspace. We are currently working on proving a near-quadratic bound on F and on extending the results to aset of pairwise-disjoint polyhedral obstacles in R3 . Webelieve there is a good chance of achieving these goals.As mentioned in the introduction, the main open prob-lem in this area is to prove a tight bound on the com-plexity of the Euclidean Voronoi diagram of a set ofpairwise-disjoint polyhedral obstacles in R3 .
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